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animal sex Zoofilia is a term used to describe sexual acts between humans and animals. It is commonly used by zoophiles and
sexual fetishists. The term derives from the Ancient Greek ὄρνυθμος (ouranos, meaning "of the sky") meaning literally "the

birth of animals", as opposed to the verb ὄρνυθμαι (ouranós, meaning "to give birth"). The term was first suggested by Russian
author Konstantin Fedin in his book Голос змеи, about a horse that becomes a human's sexual partner. Background The earliest

known depiction of the word "zoophilia" is from the Egyptian "Book of the Dead" of about 2000 BC. Egyptians are said to
have abused a jackal and a vulture to procure a sexual partner. In ancient Rome, the Beast of Gévaudan was said to be a hybrid
dog-wolf. It was said to have taken human females by force and would rape them in wolf-like fashion. According to the Celtic
mythological explanation of the Matter of Aranrhod, a man who was bitten by a rabid dog and survived became a 'loup-garou',

or werewolf. In 1588, the great French doctor, Michel de Nostredame, published his Book of the Antichrist, in which he
predicted that animals would perform human-like acts when the end of time arrived. He also predicted that humans would be in

constant sexual intercourse with animals in his sequel book: The Last Days of Mankind (1655). In the 1930s, the American
criminal, Bruno Hauptmann, was implicated in the kidnapping and murder of the Lindbergh baby, leading to the trial of

Hauptmann and the acquittal of Hauptmann. In this trial, the prosecution tried to prove that Hauptmann had committed the
kidnapping with the assistance of his wife and two accomplices. The prosecution said that one of the accomplices
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